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'

Grammar: Joining Words

(To be noted down in the book.)

And and But are joining words.
And shows addition and is used when the statements are similar.

But is used to connect statements that express opposite ideas.
A. Use and to join these pairs of sentences. Page no – 94 ( Answers )
1. I eat apples and oranges.
2. Jatin was ten years old and his sister Riya was seven.
3. The bird made a nest and laid an egg in it.
4. The dog has a bone and a ball.
5. We play cricket and football.
6. I saw a butterfly and a bee.

B. Use but to join these pairs of sentences. Page no- 95 ( Answers)
1. I went to buy milk but the store did not have any.
2. He is intelligent but his brother is careless.
3. Minu is tall but her sister is not.
4. My grandfather is strict but kind.
5. They asked for cake but they did not get any.

Using has/have

Page no -95

The words has and have tell us what someone or something owns or what someone or
something has got.
Have is used with the pronouns I, you, we and they while has is used with he, she and
it.

C Fill in the blanks with has or have.

( answers )

1. The house has three bedrooms.
2. Spiders have eight legs.
3. I have two cousins.
4. You have two sisters.
5. The lion has a mane.
6. I have a pen but my friend has two pens.

Writing

*Completing a letter

Imagine you are Jatin. Write a letter telling your friend about your experience with the
magic tree.
Page no- 96
( Answers )

Dear Renu,
I went to the park in the afternoon .I saw a tree with a sign on it. The sign said I am a
magic tree. Say the magic words and you will see.
I tried all the magic words I knew but nothing happened . Then I said please .That was
one magic word. Then the tree opened . Inside , there were toys and chocolates .The
other
magic word was thank you.
Love.

Your friend,
Jatin

My Word Bank:
Narrator , kneels , tree trunk , lights up , piles
*********

Prepared absolutely from home.

